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4FOREWORD

4 J I 4 .0

August, 1474

Dear Educator:

A changeover to the metric system appears to be inevitable in the United.States. The International System
of Measurement Units (SI) is a language that most of the world is already using. The transition is necessary

in order t maintain our nation's competitive position in.world trade. In fact, many businesses and several

industries are already using the metric system to manufacture or measure their products. Others are

developing plans for the changeover, or for nev, facilities for metric-based produ0on. The metric system

also offers several advantages to the educational process. It is a decimal system compatible with the U. S.

monetary 'and base ten numeration ,systems. Furthermore, the Units of length, mass, area and volume are

interrelated and therefore easy to learn.

In response to projected needs of Oregon's students and the adult community, the Oregon State Board of

Education has adopted a resolution directing the State Department of Education to develoP'plans for the

changeover to the Metric System of Measurement as the Primary-system Of Measurement iOregon schools,

to be completely phased in by.19.83. Thb guidelines for the new Oregon school graduation requirements

included the recommended metric measures (SI) in the Personal Detklopment Section under "Computa-
tional Skills." "Measurement with. Metric" has been prepared to serve as -a guide for anyone planning to

conduct metric education worktops for teachers, or for the general public. Suggestions to teachers include

measurement learning theory, technical ,information about the metric, system, and :many sample

measurement diagnostic-learning activities.
Q.

An ad hbc metric advisory committee, consisting of representatives of industry, teachers, and

administrators has provided valuable- assistance in developing, plans foi metrication in Oregon. A
"Measurement with Metric" w (-Conference vn May 1974,. was attended by professional educators

representing kindergarten, ough =university in several disciplines, as well as leaders of business, industry,

and o rs. The conferees provided the basic philosophy forthe handbdok. We are indebted toboth geOups

for it contribution in developing plahs 'for assisting Oregon schools in making the transition to'metric

measurement.

For additional copies of this field test version of "Measurement with Metric, "or tor assistance in organizing

workshbps on metric measurement, please cpntact the Metric Coordination Committee Illay Thiess, Don,

Fineran and Ralph Little) at State Department of Education.

Jor A1b 4

Jesse Fasold
Superintendent
Public Instruction

.;
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PURPOSE

PREFACE
4

. this handbook for "Measurement with Metric" presents one approach to the teaching of the

metric system. .It 15 designed to provide guidance in the development of the basic concepts of

measurement. The approach will lead to and include the use of the metric system.

BASIC A basic premise of this handbook is that concrete experiencesthe "hands-on" approachis the

PREMISE. best way to learn measurement.. The "hAnds-on" activities are to be child-centered experiences

that e og ize the level of competence ireadiness) of each learner and build upon and expand ,

that co tence. The use of appropriate experiences will gradually guide the learner to the

discovery of measurement concepts while at the same" time exciting the learner's interest and

enthusiasm.

OVERVIEW

o.

The first section of this handbook, explains the ration e for adopting the metric system and the

philosophy on which the suggested approach to teachin (metric is based.

The second,section offers a variety of activities for the instructor to use. These activities may be

used td diagnose the learner's understanding of pre-measurement skills and measurement

concepts of length, mass, area, volume and temperature.

The third section is designed to aid an instructor in planning and conducting workshops for ,k

teaching the Metric system.

Section four, Implementation Decisions, includes information about the materials needed to

implement a decation to "go metric." Minimum materials needed, their eost, the appropriate-

ness of the materials and the use of homemade materials are considered. The preparation of

teachers through in-service sessions 'visa discussed.

- avt,

A glossary of measurement terms is given in Section. Five,dand Section Six provides a

bibliography of sources referred to throughout this handbook.
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following: N
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2. Sub-group chairpersons at the May 2 cptiference;

3. State Department of Education Ad Hoc Metric Education Committee;
I

4. Mr. Jesse Fasold, State"Superintendentof Public Instruction,

Mr. Leonard Kunzman, Associate Superintendent, Instructional Programs,

Mr. Monty Multanen, Director, Career Programs,
Mr. Maurice El Burchfield, Director of Basic Education,

and others at th State Department ofEducation;

S. State Board of Education for their affirrhative action in adopting &metric conversion policy;

6. State Textbook Commission for their endorsement of the State Board's metric conversion

policy statement as it applies to textbook selection criteria;

7. Mrs. Marjorie Covey who served as confere ce reporfer and assisted in development of the

handbook";
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' 8. Jerald. R. Brown, Publicatitins Editor, and ,George pamNe, raphic Artiii, both of the SDE
Publications Staff; \ ,

...
. 9; Numerous contributors of metric information articles from both in-state and out-of-state. ,
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RATIONALE

EXTERNAL
ADVANTAGES

INTERNAL
ADVANTAGES

COST OF
'CONVERSION

THE RATIONALE AND AlHILOSOPHY
FOR MEASURING WITH METRIC

;It is a fact that the metric system is coming to the United States. The preSent concern is
"whether it will come 4n a haphazard manner, by bits and pieces, or if it will be implemented
an organized manner. The adoption,of the metric system' in the. United States can be justifietil
by the.' eternal advantages and the internal advantages of the system.

Some of the external advantages of using the metric system are:

1. International -trade and business talk the same measurement language.

1 The UnitedStates.is the only major trading nation not now using or converting to the metric
system as its primary measurement system.

3. Major industries in the United States are rapidly expanding their use of metric measurement.

,4. More than 85% of surveyed businesses and industries in Oregon support conversion to the
metric system. The favorable attitudes of Oregon businessMen were evident in their survey
responses even though they recognized that increased costs would sometimes be incurred.

5. In Oregon the State Board of Education is committed to a ten-year conversion period. On
/June 6,1974, they adopted a' resolution that calls f r a plan and procedure for conversion
to the metric System in all -phases of publi operation in. Oregon by 1983; and that

, criteria for the selection of textbooks in November 1976 include metric measurement as the
primary system of measurement. ..

i 4 , ..
1. .

6. The Oregon StatctTextbook Commission has endorsed the State Board's resolution.
,

#

7. Oregon school districts 'are preparing graduation requirements that include metric_

understanding and usage.

The irrt nal advantages of the metric system are:-

. The MetritAsystem is developed on the same base terrsysteM as Our numeration system.

041V
The units ormetric measurement are a logical system with larg& units, ormed by using a
multiple of 1C1 of the preceding unit.

3. The simplicity of metrics is demonstrated by the convenience of our monetary system which
has the same decimal base as the metric system.

4Ir

4. All metric measurement units for mass, area and volume are based on metric units of length.

, The interrelationships among metric units promote easier understanding and comprehension
of measurement concepts than the customary nonrelated measurements we now use.

The cost to public school districts can be kept to a minimum. It is recommended that
textbooks using metric measurement as a primary system of measurement be adopted in the
normal pattern of textbook adoption. Additional supplies for teaching metric measurements
can be minimal. Many instruments, such as meter sticks and centimeter sticks and balances are
already available in the school's science supplies. Other materials can be homemade. Homemade
learning tools are inexpertive, and making theni can serve as an effective learning activity.

EXPECTATIONS During the years of transition from our customary system to the metric, sys'6M, the rate of

OF THE
co changeover will vary in different sectors of society. Some competence with both systems will be

k CH GEOVER needed during this period. Probably the most efficient way to handle the-transition will be to

PE 1015 have .two separate systems of measurement. The advantage of having separate systems is that all
students will learn to THINK METRIC. People shOuld not be encouraged to rely on mental

conversions between systems, as this may hinder rather than facilitate the adoption of a new
6 system-. However, some general comparisons will be helpful.

lr



SUGGESTED hildrenjln the primary grades should learn basic measurement concepts with metric units used
SCHOOL as standard measurement units, Children now in the upper elementary grades may be ' taught the
POLICY metricsystem as the primary system of measurement.

3

TEACHERS hose teachers with,expertise in.teaching measurement are encouraged to share their knowledge
AND w others to hellPthem become familiar with the metric measurement system, They also can
COMMUNITY be of reat service by 'helping the adult community learn the metric system as well as the entire

voc tonal -- technical- community.

PHILOSOPHY le method for teaching measurelnent with. metric suggested in this handbookthe
ONTINUOUS NONGRADED MEASUREMENT. LEARNING APPROACHand the premise

that concrete experiences ("hands-on") is the best way to teach measurement draws heavily on
the learning theories of Jean Piaget, Barbel Inhelaer, Richard Copeland, Robert Karplus,
Herbert Thier and others. In the booklet "Diagnostic Learning. Activities in Mathematics for
Children," Copeland reviews Piaget's learning theories and points out teaching implications. He
then'st4es.:.

"... This knowledge develops in stages and is largely an internal process. It is not an
acquired knowledge in the sense so many think of, the familiar stimulus-response
sequence, This places the problem of 'teaching' logico-mathematical knowledge in a
whole new context. Johnny nuly not be able to learn certakft ideas regardless of hoW he is
stimulated until, a certain point in time when he has the necessary mental structures

0 .. Another important function of the teacher is to provide an environment which allows
the child to explore physically the objects around him."

Karplus and Thier in "A New Look at Elementary SChpol Science" refer to Piaget in the
following passage:

"This school of thought, has two related central ideas: (1) Chilidren's intellectual capacity ,

passes through anumber of qualitatively contrasting stages before adulthood, and \(2) a
child's interaction with his environment plays a very significant role in his transition from:
one state to the next."

It is in this spirit that the strategies in this handbook are offered.

Teachers are encouraged to adopt programs based on both the basic concepts students need and
the student's present level of readiness by using the CONTINUOUS NONGRADED MEASURE-
MENT LEARNING APPROACH. This learning apprath is nongeaded:because students can
,begin with concepts at whatever level they are ready for and then continue through subsequent
learning levels in an orderly sequence. Because the background experience of 'each child gives
him a varied amount of knowledge in different measurement concepts, it is important for the
teacher to discover and.build.upon the student's knowledge, choosing activities appropriate to
each student in each measurement,concept. Activities presented in the second section may be
used as diagnostic tools and/or as learning experiences. .

MEASUREMENT The following chart illustrates the nature of the CONTINUOUS NONGRADEU MEASURE-
LEARNING MENT LEARNING APPROACH. It presents four major measurement concepts: length, ma;
CHART area and volume. A fifth concept, temperature, will be dealt with briefly later. The

measurement concepts of time, money, and angles also should be learned. However, since these
, concepts are not directly related to the metric system, they are not presented in this handbook.

THE CONTINUOUS NONGRADED ME tJREMENT LEARNING APPROACH

Learning
Levels

4\

N.\\

Pre-Measurement
Skills

Unit Con-
,cept

Standard
Units
Metric
System

Measure-
ment Ap-
plicationConser-

vation
Compari-

I son

Concept :\ \ \\ \ \
\ \

\\\\Length

Mass

Area

.Volume.

. \\ t \\ \ \\ \
\ r

\ ,\ \\
raw'

\\\ \` i \\ \
1. ,

ON.

The horizontal axis represents the sequence of learning levels. The vertical axis represents
the measurement concepts (length; man, area, and volume) to be learned.
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The concept of length should be introduced first, because all other measurement concepts are

based on length. However, students do not need to master all learning levels in length before

being introduced to mass,.area and volume."Many learning activities can involve two -or, more

. concepts. The activities will . often lead to student progress, represented horizontally and

vertically across the chart'Students begin with thd development of the premeasurement Skills,

progressing to, the nonstandard and standard measurement learning leVels. The student may

progress at his own learning rate through the five levels of measurement. Individual learners

may be at different learning levels:for each of the measurement concepts at any givehAime.

PRE-MEASUREMENT The principle of Conservation (constancy) of quantity states that length, mass, area and voltiMe

SKILLS: , do not change under deformation, rearrangement or partitioning. This is a 'relatively advanced

concept, It takes many "hands-on experiences using manipulative materials before conserva-

tion of quantity is fully comprehended. Indeed, leading learning theorists generally agree,that

understanding this concept involves several stagesof intellectual development. .

COMPARISON

. ,

Measurement is a way of describing thingS, usually by corn. paring, them to other objects.

Recognizing similarities and differences between and among bjects is the foundation on which

unit measurement is built: Simple comparison begins at a very early age and grows increasingly

complex as learners develop skill in this area. Comparing and stimating can be related. One

approach would have a child estimate and then verify the estimations by making, actual

comparisons of concrete objects.
a

Qualitative Comparison: identifying similar objects by one or more properties; color,

shape, texture, pettiness, hardness, flexibility, etc.

AO:
0000

1:1,PE3 A. 0
(Color) (Shape) (Shape) (Texture)

"s ,
.Quantitative Comparison: recognizing objects that are larger, smkler, shorteF, longer, etc:

Y A

(Size) (Namber) (Size) (Size)



MEASUREMENT
SKILLS:
UNIT
CONCEIT

'
,

Matching: recognizing objects that ,are the same in number, color, size, shape, texture,
weight, etc.

O

(Size)

(No. Sides) (Color)'

'Ordering: being able to arrange various sized objects in order from the shortest to longest,
largest to smallest, lightest to heaviest, etc.

1'he skills, and understandings of the first two learning levels can be consid ed measurement
readiness. Upon acquiring Competence at the first two levels, the learner is rea y to experience
activities designed do guide him to discovering the need for "units"; i.e., the r ated ,use of the

...same quantity for purposes of comparing a secortd and third quantity.The learner will find that
- while comparison was done with the unaided senses, he now 'needs more sophisticated means o1

measurfement,to supplement his senses4hus, the learner will be led tq choose arbitrary)uni
of measurement and also appropriate measuring instruments.

INSTRUMENT
DEVELOPMENT

STANDARD.
UNITS

INTRODUCTION OF
MET RI4 SYSTEM

Start with.the-use of nonstandard units' such as paper clips (large size), pencils,4books, sticks,
straws, floor tiles, fingers, hands, etc.

Experiences with a variety of measuring instrumentslall non'standarcl) will demonstrate that:

1. Objects can be measured in a variety otways.

2, Efficiency in measuring came; from choosing an instrument appropriate to the object to be
measured.,

3. Some instruments prOvide a more accurate measure than others.
'

J )4, Units of various sizes are needed (e.g., paper clip units are satisfactory for measuring short
distances, but 'not so gciOd for longer distances).

Understandings acquireclat.1eveeyr, 2a and 3 provide the pEerequisite foundation 'from which
the learner will discover the ne d for standard units, not only to'obtain consistent results, but
also in order to communicate his fihdingswith others.

,,
. e . . )

Esaination and verification Of estimateth the nonstandard units (and later with metric
units) should be emphasized. Such qcperiNce brings the learner to think in terms of
appropriately sized units, instruments ah4 the reasonableness of his results.

Having,dicovered the need stIdard units, the learner is ready to meet themetric system.

. 4 . ,

Here the teacher can develop the logic of a measurement system based, on ten that will
corr&spond with our numeration system as welras our monetary system.,.

. . .
Metric units of length Are the basis froniw,hich units of mass, area and volume'are derived.

Therefore, units of length should be'introduced first, with variousprefixes being introduced as
they are needed. t ' \



METRIC
CHART,.

7

, -. t.

However, for purposes oficontiratity and completeness, and also for illiiXtrating the base ten

nature of the metric system, students need some work with all six comriion prefixes. lhe logic

of the complete system must be developed, even-though only the commonly used prefixes will

be stressed..
°

The following Metric Chart is presented here for severll reasons: .(1) to show the logic of,the

metric system, (2) to. show the origin of prefixes, (3) to show the accepted written symbols,

and (4) to emphasize the units that are commonly used..

The units in boldface type are those t t will be learned early and used most often. Note that

there are onW four commonly used units pf length, two of volume and three of mass.

. METRIC CHART

,
Base*
Unit

Added Added Results Written Written Commonly

Latin Greek
Prefix Prefix

Used

... -
meter*
meter
meter
meter
_mete

ter
meter

milli ;

centi
deci

%

,

deka
(deca)
hecto
kilo

millimeter
centimeter
decimeter
meter
dekameter

hectometer
kilometei

0.001 m
0.01 m
01 m
m
10 m

100 rn
1000 m

1 mm
1 cm
1 dm
m
1 dam

. 1 1;r1(
' 1 km

Yes
Yes

No
Y .

No
1,0 ,

421.0.,(..,
Yes ,:, -""

,
liter*
liters
liter
liter.
lite

, .
liter

. liter

milli
centi
ddeci

-

deka
(decal
hecto
kilo

milliliter
centiliter
deciliter
liter

- 'dekaliter. ,,

hectOliter
kiloliter.,

,
0.001 1

, 0.01 1
0.1 1
I. ,,,,

101

(001
10001

'1 ml
1 tl
1 dl
1

1 dal

1 hl
1 k/

Yes ,

' ' .,No
,

o
Yes,

, 1,:. No

-'No.

gram*
gram
gram
gram
gram

gram
kilogram*

milli
centi
deci

I,

deka
(deca),,,,_ .

hecto
kilo

milligram
, centigram

decigram ,
gram
dekagram .

hectogram
*kilogram

6.001 g.
0.01 g
0.1 g ,
g

10 g

100 g '
1000 gl

1 mg
1 cg

. I dg
g
1 dag

1 hg
1 kg

'

Ye; .
,No
No

''' Yes
No .

No
Yes

)
,

.
,

BASE .. meter: The metric base unit of length. A me er is defined as 1 650 763.73 wave lengths in

- UNITS vacuum of the orange-red line of the spectrum (*krypton 86. ,

DEFINER
ti liter: The metricbase uniti,pf volume (capacity). 'A liter is defined as -woo cubic

centimeters (1000 cm-').
Note: The symbol for liter should be signified through the use of italics or cursive

foirm of the letter 1, except when in combination.

kilogram:The mass of One liter of distilled water at 4°C.
Note: Because the grain is rather small, theltilogram has become the basic unit of

mass in the metric system. The, mass of 1 col' of distilled wate at 4°C is one gram. (



The metric prefixes can be related to the' Poropriate'yalues of the U. S. monetary sysiern.

Monetary Values Metric Values ---..,,,,

dollar
dime .

ceot
mill

.

$1.000,

. .10
.01,

, AXM

1

0.1

0.0t
04001

_ .

meter,

decimeter
centimeter
millimeter

METRICS AND - hT e inetric prefixes can also be related to theplace values of our base-ten numeration system.
NUMERATION 4.,

4 ..... ..." 1.r . i

DECIMAL
NATURE

1/4

RULES
FOR
SYMBOL
USAGE

Numeration System
(Place Values)

.

. .

Metric *stem .?

4 /
a a

N 'Thousands 1000 1000 Kilo I
Hundreds 100 100 ecto
Tens 10 * 10

4
Deca

Ones 1 _ 1 Base
Tehths- 0.1 0.1 ',Dal.
Hundredths ' 0.01 , 0.01 , CqOti
Thousandths "-,. 0.001 . d.001 ' . Milli

The previous chart implies that a competency students need is,tike 'ability to multiply and.`
. divide mentally by 10, 100, and 1000. This will facilitate changing to smaller or larger, metric
units.

Learners should be encouraged to use decimal notation (0.5,as one-half). The use of fractions in
metric measurement should be minimized. 1), :

The Proper notation (symbols) should be taught from the begyining. Correct symbol osage,is
important; as it is used internationally in all languages.

I'Some rules for the use of the International System of Units (SI)*.symbols are:

. 1. Symbols abase units

meter m
square meter m4
cubic meter m3

Liter-1 (not 1)
kilogram kg'
degree Celsius °C

2. Metric symbols should not bcapitalized nor followed by a period.
.

,3. The symbol for the plural is the same as for the singular.

4. Units of area and volume mutt be written with an exponent 2'.nd 3 respectively: m2 km2,
m3, cm3. (The pharmaceutical ''cc" is not`ised to indicate metric volume or capacity.)

5. ,An ordinary lower case "I" 'could be mistaken: for the, numeral 1; therefore, the symbol
,`should be written in italics or cursive.

- .

.6.:Yhere must be a space between the numerical value and the symbol of the unit.

7. If a numerialivalue is Jest than one (1), a zero must precede the decinial point: 0.5 instead
of .5.

* from the French spelling Systeme International 1.14te's

9 V



.MEASUREMENT
APPLICATION

MAKING
APPROPRIATE
CHOICES

APPROXIMATE
' NATURE

r,

° CONVERSIONS.
a NO-NO!

fl

THINK
METRIC

8. The degree symbol °: is necessary with Celsius (°01in order to distinguish it from coulomb

. (C)A unit for measuring electrical current. Kelvin has.no agree symbol., Although kelvin,

is the basic Si unit ft:7r absolute temperature, Celsius is the internationally current unit of

temperatti re preferred for most prattical applications. Note: This was previously called

"centigrade" in the United States, butCelsius in most -other places.
-

Constant use and practice with the metric system ere Jiedessary to develop full understanding.

Metric units should be used at every opportunity in every subject matter field.

All metric learning should continue to develop from "hands-on" activities and experiences.

. .

The importance of estimating and then verifying the estimation should bestressed.

.
Many activities should i volve direct measurement with metrically scaled instruments.

The actualTize units shout t be used,.not the scaled-down versions found in sortie commercial

Metric materials.

As students progress, emphasis should continue to be placed on choosing appropriatjunits bf

measurement (unit of length to measure length) along with appr9priate instruments'with which

to measure (e.g., the balance to measure mass). 'i ,f

The importance of using the appropriately sized unit should be stressed, Small units for small

distances anti arge units for large distances help provide convenience or a.greater degree of

accuracy in easurement2 4

, .:----' A
' Learners have often been given the idea that measurement is an exact science. "Textbook

measurements" like "0.37'1 sometimes create the impression that this measurement is exact,

blot "0 ;37" probably means the quantity is somewhere between 0,365 and 0.375. Every now

and again learners should be reminded of the approximate nature of measurement. (In the

*interest of brevity, this handbook' does not deal with precision, significan digits; greatest

possible errot° and relative error..)
,

t

.

There will be little need for conversion exercises between systems. When necessary, conversion

tables' should be used rather than memorized conversiorcfactors. _

Some approximate comparisons are useful.

A meter is a little longer than a yard.
A liter is a little larger than a quart.
A kilogram is a little heakrier than two pounds.

An inch is about 21/2 centimeters;

Some common metric references may be helpful.

1 white Cuisenair rod is a cubic centimeter.
1500 m is approximitely 1 mile.
1 plump raisin has .a mass of about 1 g.

1 nickel has a mass of about 5%.

0°C is the temperature at which water freezes.

100°C is the temperature at which water boils

37°C is' normal body temperature.
(4,11,9ut 1 quart) of water has a mass of 1'kg.

1 standard paper clip has a mass ofabout 1 g.

A large paper clip is about 5 cm by 1 cm; .a Wire diameter of 1 mm and a mass of almost 2 g.

Students need to THINK METRIC and not be dependent on a translated measurement system.

'Thinking metric mans visualizing relative size in metric units. Students should be encouraged

to use the more common metric units even when doing conversions within ,tbe metric system.

Other conversion exercises (such as km 'to dm) and the addition of unlike units are gener ally

;impractical. Everyone ''sbould understand the relationships amohg Metric units as revealed by

the base ten nature of the metric system.

-7-
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WORKSHOPS

AIM =This sections intended as a guide for instructors planning to conduct a metric workshop.

Workshops may be plann'ed for either teacher or nonteacher participants.

FOCUS

RESOURCE
. PEOPLE

FOUR
MAJOR
STEPS

PRELIMINARY
DECISIONS

The aim of the workshop will be to teach the metric system through a re-emphasis of basic

measurement concepts. The model presented in this handbook, the CONTINd9US NON-

GRADED MEASUREMENT LEARNING APPROACH, is a suggested method for doing this.

"Hands-on" activities should be featuredgenerally, taught as the participants will be using

them in the classroom and/or daily living. Often they will focus on the slogan "THINK

METRIC" by using metric estimation, then verifying the estimate with metrically scaled

instruments.

Many resource peepld are available inn Oregon who can assist by serving as workshop resource

personnel. Pedple from these institutions and organizations may be available:

- Community colleges (most likely the institution in your area

Colleges and universities
Division of Continuing Education

I ntermediata Vucation Districts
Oregon Science Teachers Assdciation

sOregon Council of Teachers of Mathematics

Oregon Vocational Association
Oregon System of Mathematics E ucation project

Local school district Curriculum specialists

Oregon Museum of Science and Industry

Business and industry representatives

State and Federal Agencies
Local experts

a

if you desire assistant in organizing a workshop or in obtaining a workshop leader, the State

Department of Educ on Metric Coordination Committee will be available to help. The

members of the SDE Metric Coordination Committee are:.

-

Ray Thiess, Specialist, Science.Education

Don Fineran, Specialist, Mathematics Education

Walph Little, Specialist, Vocatiorial Education

The four majd s eps listed below are suggested_ as key considerations for developing metric

measurement wo kshops.

a. Preliminary- Decl.lions

b. Organization
c. Procedures .
d. Follow-Up

Some decisions the instructor will need to make when planning the workshop might include:

1. Will the background of the metric system be covered briefly?

2. Hovii will justification for going metric be handled?

3. What learning approach will be Implementedthe CONTINUOUS NONGRADED

MEASUREMENT. LEARNING APPROACH an. alternative?

4. How will the factual content of the metric system be presented?

5. Will the workshop operate on a THINK METRIC basis?

6. Will the workshop consider the implications that going-metric will have on all curricular

areas; in particular, mathematics, science, vocational- technical and social studies?

7. Will the workshop consider ways in which general public metric awareness can be assisted?

-9-
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ORGANIZATION The instructor will want to have a gen rat plan of action prepared. Some items for
considetation are: /
1. Purposes of the workshop .

a. Should instructor and participants or a representative group of participants choose and
develop workshop objectives?

b. Should a brief assessment of participant's knowledge of the present measurement system '"
be administered? (See sample assessment at the end of this section on p. 134

c.' Which levels of measurement learning should be stressed?
d. Which coincepts of measurement (length, mass, area, volume, temperature) should be

. developed?
e. How should the workshop be evaluated? Which ftY,?m(s) of evaluation will be most

appropriate to tilt; workshop participantsdemonstration (activities, questionnaires,.
discussion, pre-testpost-test, other?

f.--Srould provision be made for materials evaluati9n?
g. Is the instructor willing to share die &valuation of the workshop with the SDE Metric

Coordination Committee in larder that suggestions inay be incorporated in the resource
handbook to be revised in the spring of 1975?

2. Instructional Materials
' a. Have a sufficOnt quantity to permit participants to work in groups of two.

b. Use homemade materials or plan to have participants make them.
c. Plan a variet of materials that permits working with different measurentent 'units at

various leaning

Consideration Of the workshop procedufts should include:

1. Having every participant actively involved in all activities. (Groups of two are suggested.)

a

3. Activities
a. Select activities ttat will be interegsting to the participant
b. Choose apOropriAte,activities for the specific romp in

elementall teachers, businessmen, homemakers, etc.)
7/c. Use activities that participants can adapt far their own

--' at home).

9

s.
the workshop (primary teachers,

use Sin their classrooms, at work,
,

4. Nitty-gritti6s: time, place, room, tables, number of participants, partiCipant needs (teaching
level, if appropriate). .

S. Additional resource personnel who may be needed. (See "Resource Pedpje," p. 9.)

2. Providing sufficient time for all participants to discuss and evaluate the activities.
3. Relating each activity to appropriate learning level(s).
4. Using some humor throughout and planning "inferesf, getters," such as door prizes for

"meritoriousmetricating,"ten-cent fines for using customary units in conversation, etc.

Evaluation of the workshop may take the form of demonstration activities, questionnaires,
discussion of the pre-testpost-test techniques.

1. A very useful workshol5 evaluation may be to ask participants to demonstrate competence
by writing activities which are appropriate to their own teaching letel and which illustrate
the levels of the measurement learning approach on some measurement concept. This
approach should provide materials that. teachers may take back for use in their own
classrooms.

2. The questionnaire might ask the participant to rate himself on a graduated rating scale to
show his level of understanding before and after the workshoptilt might also include rating
and comments on the effectiveness of the workshop.

I . / ..
3. if discussiim is the method used, the class may be interested in helping to decide how well

the workshop met the objectives previously developed. Further discussipn may concern the
following points: .

1-earning approach
Advantages of the metric system

-10-
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SAMPLE
ACTIVITY.

Function of estimation `P

'Mitric units and prefixes. 4

Useful activities
Do you "THINK METRIC?" 0

4. A pre-test and a follow-up post-test may 1:3e used to compare vets of competency e"fore

' and after the workshop. Learning theory as well as content should be considered.

The following activi y is offered as one example'of the kind of " ands-on" experience that can

he used tevac measuremeht. It, is important to note that the series.of activity steps

encompass all fife. levels of the measurement learning approach while working only with the

concept clf

wl

.1k

,GETTING
READY4'

CONSERVATION

* * * * *

THE PAPER STRIP ACI1V1111( -

Action for tams of Two -

Materials need to be prepared iii.sttfficienf quantity to su ly each workshop team of two

people 'with four strips of paper equal, in length: 2 red, 1 blue, orL1 yellow: One Of the reds,

the blue and the-yellowstrips pre-marked in the follolking manner:

1. Select a "unit" which is between 3 and 8 cm in length. Mark. enough sets of 1 1 blue and

1 yellow to supply about one-fourth of the teams. Mark" the strips as in the diagra9 so the,

longest part is equal to S uniafthe next 2--anci the shortest 1 Of the chostn

0

2. Do the same for all other teams except the "Lit" must be different from above, alklifferent

from each other, and each bet?veen 3 and 8 cm. This will result in each team having strips

marked similarly but of different lengths among the< teams.

Activity A. Each team does the following:

1/4_

I °ill

1. Place the two red strips side by side to show theirlengths are the same.

2. Move one red strip to a new location. Now what can be said about the lengths of the twoied

strips?
3. Bend one red strip into the shape of a V. Now what can be salcrabout the lengths of the two

red strips?
4. Form a circle, with one red strip. Now what can be said about the lengths of the two red

strips?
5. Cut the marked red strip on the marks. Now what can be said about thellength of the

"train" formed when the cut red pieces are placed together end fo'end? What can be said

about the length of the "train" and the uncut red strib?

Activity E:f. Each team does the following:

Cut the yellow and blue strips on the marks. Now using all the cut pieces of red, yellow and

blue:

COMPARISON . 1. Sort all pieces by color.

2. Sort all pieces by length.

3. Take one piece of each length and make a new arrangement from longest to shortest. Label

the longest a, the next b, and the shortest c.

4. Mix all cut pieces into one pile. Find the labeled pieces. Find all other pieces which are the

same length as the strip labeled a and label each with ana. Do the same for b and c, labeling

with b's and c's respectively.



UNIT CONCEPT

DISCOVERING
A NEED
STANDARD UNITS ,

.METRIC SYSTEM

APPLICATION

....
.

aa a.
- .'Activity C. Each team continues to use their materials from activities,A and B.

1. Using the unmarked and uncut red strip, show hoW many a's will dqual its length. How many
b's? Can you show thisby using ifs only? Why? . . .

2. Have teams -determine if ttld a length can be measured only in terms of b, b length only in
terms of c. Ask the team to demonstrate their conclusions. -

3. Using the unmarked red strip,t.pave team members discovei the number of ways that this
strip length can be represented by using 'combinations of: b an4 c; a and c; a and b:

4. Instructor and ,teams identify as many objects to be measured as there are teams. Identify a.
-as the unit of measurement for this activity. Have eachNkeam measure all of the ejects by
using their own a. Record the results for comparigon with other team results.. Note:- A
'discussion should follow that would reveal that score tams have the samOhopefully!) ,.

numerical results, while other teams do no!. .
._

5. Have each team measure a small, a medium and a large object. Measure those objects three
times, once in terms of a, once with b and once With c. Then discuss which unit, a, i, or c,
Ivy found to bathe most convenient fo,c measuring the small object, the large object.

Activity D, Tanis continue from ActivitiesA, B and C.

1. Present the teams with a hypothetical situation in Which an "order" for classroom carpetingis to be placed carpet supplier via a telephone call. The teams will attempeto
communicate the room site in terms of their previously chosen.ajb or c units to the carpet' a
supplier.

2. When the teams discover, that communications have broken down due to the use of their
chosen units, lead then lo the standard unit concept. .

3. Introduce some.standardunits of length. (e.g. cm, rn). ti

Activity E., kcontinuation of Activity D)

1. Have the °teams measure the room using arpapriropriate standard unit. A discussion should
reveal that all teams (optimistically!) have the same results. Teams will then-complete theircarpeting "order" using the telephone and thereby discover that communication is nowposgible.

T '

-12-
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SAMPLE
' ASSESSMENT

INSTRUMENTS

I

Ye Olde Familiar (?) Measurement
System

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate numbers.

VOLUME

1. 1 quart. = --: pints 7. 1 fluid ounce cubic inches

2.. 1 gallon = quarts - 8. 1 fluid- ounce drams

3. 1 birrel = gallons 9. 1 pint, fluid ounces

4. 1 gallon = cubic inches 10. 1 cup fluid ounces

5. 1 peck = at 11. 1 tablespoon teaspoons

6. 1 buihel = pecks

LENGTH

11

12. 1 foot inch4s 15. 1 mile feet

13. 1 yard = feet 16. 1 chat = feet

14.,1 rod yar"ds a

WEIGHT
.

e

17. 1 dram =', 'grains 20. 1 ton (short) =r----- Mounds

b' 18. 1 ounce = drams 21. I' ton. (long) pounds

19. 1 pound = ounces
. .

-st-' AREA

22. 1 square inch
23. 1 sqtrare foot
24. 1 square yard ,

stivare foot 25.1 -acre - = square feet

square'inch,es . 26.1 squire mile = ---,-- acres
square inches ,

-,..

Evaluation Criteria

Score N
\ ,

. ,t

24-26 Super lenitA. 'Any measurement system is your big! _

.

21-23 Aboye average. You probably remember anniversaries, birthdays.

18-20 Pretty good. Ipu're ahead of the average bear!' ,
,u

13-*0 Surprised? Have you thought about switching? -- Or would you rather fight than switch?
,

1. 2
2.4
3. 31-42 gallons
4,231
5. 8
6. 4
7. 1.804

8. 8
9. 16

10. 8'
11. 3
12. 12
13. 3
14. 51/3

ANSWERS

15. 5,280.
16. 100 or 66
17. 27.344
18. 16
19. 16
20. 2,000 lbs.
21. _1.12 short tons

22. .007
23. 144
24. 1,296
25. 43,560
26. 640

Note to instructor: The above assessment may permit participants to observe' that (1) they do not know -ail

of the present systeth, and (2) yet they have been able to furiction. Hence, it, will not be necessary for

everyone to learn all of the metric system' in order to function. Would you agree?





e

0

.ACTlyhiES

52 .
DIAGNOSTIC This section_ of the resource handbook has been developed as a, series of sample pre-

AND OR measurement and measurement activities. The suggested activities at each of the learning levels '

LEA NING ti, . may be used as.diagnostieactivities to delerMine the measurement concept understanding level

of the learner, or as learning activities seleCted to meet identified needs of the learner;
L

Thc.apprOch allows the teacher to presclibe the most appropriate learning ,activities
progressinglvertieally (ix., concept to concept on ag'verb learning level) and/or horizontally/ (i.e., learning level to learning level within agiverrineasurement concept), (See chart on p. 2,)

In some instances a teaching activi ay represent both vertical' and horizontal progress

involving two or more meal nt concepts. ..
.

..c,-
.0.

. . , -

It should..als a noted that this handbook does not spell out specific strategies for. introducing
....

_...2----AllrrIlepiC system itself, except to indicate that this may occur at the learning level referred to ,

as "standard unit." This placement`suggests that introducing the metric system occurs as a

respa?se toe discovered need for alstandardizect unit. , .

' Even then, it is generally, recommended by many teachers that_pnly thoSe parts of ,the. metric

tem be introduced which are needed by' he students at that 'pointin .their development.-
hile stressing only the commonly used prefixes, the entire set of prefixes will be useful in

developing the base ten n9ture of the metric system. . . 1

D

f.;
4 f

Although, the recommended approach to the teaching of measurement- is throughtnany

"hands-on- experiences," experiences teachers will still need to make some decisions regarding the extent of

' -memorization (base units, system of piefikes,_ symbols), drill and practice. ln general, the G.

teaching of the metric system as a part of the More basic area of the teacIling of measurement,

offers many options to teachers in choosing from their petsonal collection of strategies,

materials and methods of evaluation:
/

.0

The numbering system used to identify the suggested activities is not Important in using the

b . activities, but may make it easier to refer to speCific activities when offering evaluation for the

SDE.Metric Coordination Committee. The Roman numeral refers to a measurement concept, ..

the capital letter refers to one of the learning levels, and the number, refers to an activity.

CONCEPT I: LENGTH

LEARNING LEVEL A; CONSERVATION

"I. See "The Paper Strip Activity" in the Workshop Section, pp. 11 for a series of activities.on

length involving all five learning levels.

2. Provide two strips (such as paper or string) which are about. the same length. The learner is

asked if their lengths are the same (trim off, if necessary). Perform several experiments to see

how bending, curving, fOlding, etc., influence the length. Then cut one strip into three pieces

to determine how cutting influences the length.

3. Provide two sticks of about the same length. PlaCe one on top:of the other but shifted a little
td one side. ,Compare the lengths. Place -one stick farther from the viewer than the other.

Compare the length.

4. Determine which of two straight line segments represents agreater distance. Is the distance

between A and B the same if slanted? if one is vertical and one horizontal?. if:an object is

placed "between" A-and B?

-15-
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S. Have the learner form two identical rows of 10-15 squates (pre-cut). He can establiih that
the number ofsquares in each row is the same through a one-to-one correspondence. If the
squares in one' row are then placed in a pile, thfi learner can be questioned 'with respect to
thb number pf squares irithe pije compared to the number of squares in the remaining row.

6. Mak-one edge of each square with short diagonal lines. Then have the student arrange the
squares-with the colored margins to form a continuous straight line. The squaresctould then
be rearranged SQ that the line forms a zig-zag pattern. Has the total length of the colored, line
(paned through rearrangetnent of the squares?

'7.

111111111141 BMW
7. Have learners demonsirate, on a geo-bOard a number of different shapes all having the same

perimeter. (Strips, ribbon, 'string, etc., my Ife substituted for :the rubber bands usually
used.)

. .*
.

8- Have teamslbuild towers -all using the same.number and size of blocks 'Have different teams
build,their towers on different levels (floor, tables, chairs, stairsteps, etc.) Discuss and
compare, the heights of the towers.

CONCEPT I: LENGTH-

LEARNING LEVEL B COMPARISON

1. List some Common properties other than size that can be used to compare objects; e.g.,
prettiness, color, texture, smell, taste, etc. Compare objects by the degree of each property.
Example; rose to a rose, daisy to a rose, dog to a horse, beach ball to a golfball, a rock to a
shell, etc.

/ find a ribbon long enough to make a belt for yourself. Will a ilbbonlong enough to make
two belts match your height?. Using ribbon, string, or uymarked tape, find how many
"heads" equal one waist.? your height? one of your feet? how many "wrists" equal one
head? one waist? one ankle?,

3. Measure the height of each student. Then. cut individual strips of paper equal to the height of
each ttudent. Tape the strips to a wall with each starting from the floor to"form a graph of
heights of the students in the class. Rearrange strips in order from tallest to shorteist.

4. Keep a graphic 'record to show the increasing height of plants as they grow. P aper strips cut
to the plant's height may be used as vertical bars on a graph.

Prepare a graphit record to show how tall everyone in your family is. Who is the tallest?
Shortest? Where do'you fit in? Arrange the record to show your family in order from tallest

, to shortest. You might even include pets.

6. Measure animals (hamsters, gerbils, dogs, cats) to learn if a "measuring string" or a
"measuring stick" is better to measure height, length, tail, around the tummy, etc. Which
animal is taller? longer? fatter? Measure the animal's cage. Is there room enough for him to
stand up? lie down? ,stretch out? hide in a corner?

7. Measure your shadow and measure your height using"string. Which is longer? (Try this at
different times of the day.) Teams of three students measure each other's height, then
arrange in order from shortest to tallest. Now measure their shadows. Arrange shadow
lengths from shortest to longest.

-1
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$, Make direct comparisons of twet objects by placing, them next to each other ;;; longer, shOrter,

taller, fatter, thinner, etc. Compare tflree objects by placing only two at a time next.to each

other (transitivity). Make tmparisons of two large objects which cannot 1?e placed next to

each other (e.g., door andwindow) by using a third object which is shidill'ar, such as a sheet

of paper, unsharperied pencil, cralkboard eraser, etc. (This. provides an introduction to the

(*nit concept.)

,, CONCEPT I: LENGTH

LEARNING LEVEL. C :. UNIT CONCEPT
.~.

1. Learners measure variou;distances by making lines (frains) of sticks, straws, Cuisenaire rods,

paper clips, their awn foot patterns, etc. (e,g.,seven straws placed end to end). Then measure

some distances by using only one ()Wed counted repeatedly -(e.g., on_e straw Moved and

counted seven times);
N.., .

:
2. By stepping off heel to the to heel, etc., find your "foot" count for various objects

,
or

shadows, Cut out a paper pattern of your foot and the this for measuring a variety of

. objects. (i, hand or a finger m4 also be used.) Compare results. As a follow-up activity,- have'

the class chOose one person's hand, finger or foot as ecommon unit, then follow the same .

procedures.,Compare results.

3, Each learner uses his "pace to measure a variety of objects and shadows. Learners compare

results. ,

4. Using a.striiiig cut to match their height, ask students to find objects half as tall or twice as

tall as themselves. Fold the string to form halves, each "U" may become a "unit" for

measuring other objects. ,

5: Estimate the length' of the chalkboard in terms of pencils, sticks, paper clips, books, paper

strips, sheets of paper, linoleum tiles, erasers, etc.Then measure and verify the estimations.'

Tell a friend_ about the length of the chalkboard in face to face conversation,, or by

telephone. Write a letter to someone telling them how.long the chalkboard is.

6. The learner makes his own measuring "stick" and measuring "tape" by using his own choice

of units. The sticks may be made from unmarked molding (scraps froin the local lumber

yard), and tapes, may be mode from adding machine tape (perhaps reinforced with a strip of

masking tape)or two strips of masking tape put together. The learner may wish to name his

unit or his instrument to honor himself. After making estimates, the student -uses these

-instruments in a variety of measurement activities. Have the learner compare his results to

those of others.

7. Make several sizes of chains from paper clips, and use each chain as a unit. Haie students use

one of their units to measure a pre-selected distance (known only, by the teacher to be about

10 paper clips long). Measure the pig-selected distance in terms of the following Chaing as a

unit: a chain of 2 paper clips, a chain of 5, a chain of 8, a chain of 10, a chain of 20'.

Measure objects of various sizes with different unit chains. Which size unit is best?

8. geasure large Objects in terms of a small basic unit and "discover" the need for a larger unit

which may be formed by using a mpltiple of the basic unit. Then/measure beiween limits

(i.e., this. paper is "between two and three" pencils in length) and "discover" the need to

subdivide the basic unit when -smaller Units will facilitate more accurate measurement:

[Develop background now for later understanding of the powers of ten (decimal) nature of

the metric system. (1'

CONCEPT I: LENGTH

LEARNING LEVE4. D: STANDARD UNIT

1. Place two meter sticks end to end as in the diagram. Point A is afzero on the meter stick to

the left and other labeled points are located as shown. Write the decimal form of each Pf-the

following lengths in meters: AB, AC, AD, AE, AF, AG, AH,Al. (Try FH, GH, HI.)
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(This illustration is of to scale)

(Use meter sticks or actual size'drawings, not sc led,down versions. The same activity may
be done with the points chosen along the millime er marks to.ptilize,"thousandths.':

2. lietiaining inetrtc measurements: This activity pro 'des an 'opportunity for same "guided
discovery" exercises utilizing, decima4- fraction notati which, hopefully, takes advantage of
previously learned 'mental short-Cut,procedures for m ltiplying or dividing decimals by 10,
100 and :1000. Some well selected exercises lead the learner to observe two
generalizations; (1). to change a metric, measurement to smaller unit, multiply by 10,100 or
14)00, and (2)'to change a metric measurement to larger tinits,'divide by 10, 100, or 1,000.
After discovering this generalization, some follow-up exercises may be designed utilizing the
decimal nature of the metric prefixes in order to guide learners to another general
'conclusion; i.e., "To rename metric measureMents,write the .cligitS so that the decimal point
is just to the right of the digit in the colunin (grrcet-of the unit names."-Examples:

E E EEvo E
3 5 (7 9. .1 cm = 35.791. m

grE 5' E
EE

3 4 5 t 6 7 8 9 mm 345 -678.9 cm '= 3 45,6;789'm = 3.456 789 km

3. Teachers have, used several forms of "expanded notation" in various ways to reinforce the
place value concept of decimal numeration; an analogous procedure may be used to bring
out the decimal feature of the 'metric system.

Examples: 356 = 300+50H-6 356 cm = m+5 dm+6 cm
25.73 = 20+5+.7+.03 25.73 = 2 dam+5 m +7 dm+3 cm

\

E
2. 4'6 m = 2 468 mm

4. Mr. Boyd Henry* illustrates the idea of decimal, point placement with a simple, mechanical
procedure for changing from one metric unit to another by utilizing a staircase chart. Locate
the original unit on one of the steps of the stairease.Count the steps to the new unit and
move the decimal point that many steps in the same direction.

kilo-
unit

hecto-
unit

deka-
unit

base unit
(meter, liter, gram;

345.67 cm = 3.4567 m

deci-
unit

centi
unit

unit

Teaching the Metric System, Boyd Henry, Weber Costello, Chicago, 1974



e learners make their own meter or centimeter 'Stick" or "tape" by using unmarked

dding .machine tape or Tasking tape. They -may use their own instrument in a

easurement*Mities. Estimate first! Have the learners compare their results tsi

ned by others'. Activities should eventually include some situations which create a

or sub-divisions. Perhaps in "estimation contest" may be held with teen points for

closest estimation, second closest, etc.

CONCEPT I: LENGTH

LEARNING LEVEL. E: APPLICATIONS '

'1. Draw straight liQe segments of 'the following len'iths,by estimation first, then using a ruler

'draw the actualAength: 1 cm; 10 'cm, 10 mm, 100 mm,_ 0.01 meters, 0.1 Teters, etc.

(Outdo& activities may involve the meter and kilometer.). An alternate activity might be to

give line segTentS of various lengths; students should ,(a) estimate their length, (b) verify the

estimates byzreasurtni.
1"

Estimate, then measure'each of the .following: 'length and width of your forefinger, length

of your shoe, length of your, stride, your height, length and widthof a dollar bill, length

vgidth fif a door; diaineter and, thickness of a quarter, length and width of a large parier2liO,

and the diaMeter of the wire.

3, Measure the 'bounceOteight" of several different balls when dropped from several different

heights. .

4., Measure the heights of Objects and Oleir shadows todiscover a relationship. Then determine

the height of other objects by measuring its shadow.

S. "Mystery Measurements" contest: First, measure assorted objects in the room boxes,'

books, games, cards, furnitureinclude some standard-Sized items record the dimenSions,

(Depending on the learning level of the student(s), area or'volutne may be used)Writeieti

of "Mystery Dimensions" on the chalkboard. Ask students- to use their measuring

instruments to measure objects until they tan identify the mystery objects. (The next-

mystery contest may be played with stuients contOuting their own mystery dimensions.)

6. Determine perimeters: The teacher needs to prepare a "worksheet" by drawing a number of

geometrical shapes using actual metric lengths. The directions are simply "Using your metric

ruler, find the perimeter (distance around) each figure." Teacher drawn shapes may include a

variety with the degree ofcoinplication appropriate to the learner. Here are a fey, examples:



7. Construct as many rectangles as you can, such that-the perimeter of each is 20 cm and thewidth is awhole number (i.e., I, 2, 3, ) of centimeters. This may be done on geoboards,.
metric graph paper*, or plarle pipet.

. 8. Are model cars'ieally models? Preferably using
,a foreign car, obtain imodej of it and the

new car brochure. Use your metric ruler to measure the model's wheel base, front track, reartrack, *length, width' and height. -Determine the. scale, then calculate the ditnensioni of thereal car. Compare your results to the specifications given. in the new car brochure.

CONCEPT II: MASS

LEARNING LEVEL A; CONSERVATION

illace a turnp.of niodeling olay in one pan of a balance scale. Add objects To the Other pan/r until the balance is,even; Nov( ton the modeling clay into a long, skinny snake.. Does it still
balance? PcieS it balance if Ott break the snake into little pieces? Does it still balance if theclay is molded' into\ the shape of some animal? Compare a ball of clay_ the clay.squashed intd'a pancake.

2. Using a balance, the student will compare the mass of are arbitrarily chosen unit against a'small bag of "goodies", (corn chips, potato chips, etc.) After the t'wo Objectsave balanced,remove the bag of '!goodies" from the ba nce and crush the contend: (Careful with the'hag!) Return the bag of "goodies" to the al ce. Does it balance now? What- does thisshow?

Additional activities:
. .

1.-Using popcOrn, first balance a quantity of unpoppe
Then pop that quantity and return the popped po
not pop to-the balance. Does it balance now?

opcorn with a chosen Unit of mass.
orn including the kernelS which did

2. Using ice cubes placed in-a container, balance the ice cubes with a chosen unit of mass.': Let ice cubes melt. Return the container and its contents (now 'water!) to the balance.Does it balance now?

CONCEPT. MASS

LEARNING LEVEL 13: COMPARISON

0

1. Provide each team of two students with a variety of small objects to be hefted and compared
for mass (weight). Find .objects having about the same mass. By hefting, arrange the objectsin order from tightest td heaviest. Verify the ordering by using a balance scale.

2. First by lifting to estimate, then by using a balance -scale, compare pairs of objects todetermine which has greater mass. Some suggested pairs are: ten pennies and ten dimes; 200,kernels of unpopped and 200 kernels of popped popcorn; a bottle of glue and a like bottlewith water; a chunk of metal and a bag of feathers; an apple and an orange; a banana and atangarine; 5 potatoes and 5 onions;'a baseball and a football; a softball and a basketball.

3. Make kbalance scale: You will need one mod (piece of molding, stick or ruler about 40 cm
or more in length); two lids such as large size mason jar lids or gie lids from cottage cheesecartons, refrigerator plastic containers or cutoff milk cartons; so string and masking tape.-Cut the string into 40 CM lengths and tape three strings to eachild. Tape the three stringsfrom each lid to the rod at a point about 2 cm from the end of the rod. Suspend the rod andits two "pans" from a string and adjust the string back and forth until the rod is level, then
tape the string to the .rod in that position. Use your balance to compare the mass of manydifferent small objects being sure to compare them by estimation first.
*Ask science teachers where they get metric (cm?) graph paper
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CONPEPT MASS

LEARNING LEVEL c: UNIT' CONCEPT

.1 use the soda-straw balance. to compare the mass of small objects to 'sane arbitrarily chosen

unit of mass. One quantitative measure learners may make is determining the mass of each

compenent,part of a flower. '(Other measurements such aslength of stem and area of leaves

may also be dealt with.) For example, to determine the mass of the petal, place the petal on

the pan of the balance and then turn the screw out until the straw is level. Then remove the

petal and substitute the chosen units of mass (e.g., round cutouts made bvaper punch) on

the pan until the straw once again balances. Other examples of items forwhich masses may

be-determined are seeds, piec f cloth, pieces of styrofoam, metal staples or crystals of

salt.

SODA STRAW BALANCE

. Sewing needle

Screw
(fits snugly
inside end
of straw)

. Plastic microscope cover slip

Soda Str;vi

Block of wood

Rubber Band

Glass microscope slide

2. A collection of iron washers of several` sizes and with ,a number of washers of each of

the sizes is needed. Some should be very %mai!, others quite large. Use atralance-scale to

measure the mass of various smalliobjects In'terms of combinations of washers, Students.

may have more fun by making guesses first Record and compare your results.

3. Problein: Determine the mass of a rock in terms of an arbitrarily choSen unit. Use a piece of

clay as the mass unit. By using a balance, compare the masses of the rock and one chcisen

unit. If the rock has the greater mass, more units will be needed. "Manufacture" another

unit of clay with a mass equal to the first unit:Compare then.' on the balance. Then place

the two units on one pan and the rock on the other pan to see if the mass of the rock is the

same as two units. Manufacture more unitsolf needed. It the rock when first measured was

less than one unit, or on further measurement is somewhere between whole units, subunits

am needed. Keep at least one whole unit intact. Subdivide another unit into halves,

comparing them on the balance. If further subdividing is needed, prepare 14 units in the same

manner: Continue subdividing until the . mass of the rock can be measured with a

combination of units created.

eity
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4. Make a balance: Drill a hole in the exact center of a meter stick for a hook. Cut off two half
gallon milk cartons at 103 nun so that each is about 1 liter. Attackstrings to the corners.
Tape these to the meter stick near each end and adjust them so thai the stick will be level
when suspended:, "Caveman bartering days" may be enacted by teams of students
representing different "tribes." Each tribe chooses a mass unit - :examples are a marble, an
eraser, a small book, selected stones, a box of thumb tacks, a pair of scissors, a block of
wood, a measured volume of water or sand. (In all selections the teams will need to have
available a number of their mass units.) On the "fair.- trade" bartering marketequal values are
the following mass comparisons: 2 units of rice = 3 units of beans =4 units of potatoes = 1
unit of yellow apples= PA units of red apples := 21/2 units of bananas = 31/2 units of

/Oranges =4'/2 units of grapefruit (Painted rooks of various colors will do.) Each tribe isgiven
only one, commodity (or rocks of only one color). Attempt to barter using the "equal values
for different, masses" concept (no monetary systemt). SinCe' the tribes do not trust each
other, each transaction is massed on each tribe's own balance using their own choSen units,
When the tribes discover "world trade" is seriously hampered; ask- a "council of the tribes"
to choose an "international" unit Provide supplies to all tribes which permit them, to
measure with the "international" unit. After some transactions with the international unit,
a discussion may bring out advantages of having an "international" unit

CONCEPT II: MASS

LEARNING LEVEL 0: STANDARD UNIT

1. Ask students.to put tut-outs of the drawings below together tofbrm a bikN." The edgesthat go, together. are marked with equal measerements of mass,

2 The mass of ver in a container may be determined by using a balance scale. The firststep .consists of measuring the mass of, an empty graduated container. The combined mass of the
container and a measured volume of water N now, determined. SUbtraction of theie two
values gives a measure of the water's mass. By using the above procedure, determine the
number of grams for the following volumes of water: 25 ml,-1 1, 3 I, '250 rni, 1500 ml,
600 rnr40 cm3, 2000 cm3-,,-An alternate'approach to this activity would have the Student
determining the volume of the water from a given mass of water. Encourage students to look
for a relationship.

3. Scavenger Hunt: Students are asked to find objects having a mass which matches various
masses, in a given list by using a balance, Suggested list, which the teacher prepares in
advance by measuring the mass of a variety of objects:

kg (the teacher)
kg (the unabridged dittiopary)
kg (a chair)
kg la concrete block which happens to be nearby)



kg (a bottle with almost I I of water)

g (a math book)
g (a chalkboard eraser)

g (a spelling book)
g (the apple On the teacher's desk)

g (a meta ruler)
g (an unsharpened pencil)

4. Ask students to find "story problems" in their' arithmetic books which involve weight. Ask

the students to restate the problems using metric units of mass which make sense. (Students

are not-a.sked to solve the problems!)

CONCEPT II: MASS

LEARNING LEVEL E: APPLICATION

1. Estimate first; then by-Wing a balance scale find the actu mass of many objects; such as

books, a set of potatoes, canned food, stones, pieces of w , pieces of metal, your shoes,

yourself, one liter of beans, rice, sand, water; etc., erasers, Marbles. This may be done as asry

estimation contest for teams. Teams estimate and record, then verify by using a balahce

scale. A scoring system may be devised such as "estimate withinA kg_ate worth 1 team

point, within 500 g worth 2 team points, within 250 g orth 3 team points, etc:" Tin'

particular, call attention to the mass of 1 titer of water, 0.5 1, .2 1, etc.)

2. Divide the class into teams. The teams choose lims whose masses are to be determined.

Each team records the names of the objects and, the-team estimate of each object's mass.

Then the teams ube balance scales to determine the mass of each object which is recorded.

The difference between the actual and the estimated mass is calculated for each object. The

team whose estimate was closest earns 5 points, next closest estimate earns 4 points, and so

on. Highest total of team points wins. (Winners do not have to help put all the'equipment

away!)

3. Collect awariety of dry cereals in unopened containers as nearly equal in size as possible. Be'

sure to cover the part of the label which lists the net contents. Collect a set of the same

containers which are empty. Learners calculate the Mass of the net contents by using a

,bhlance to measure the mass of each container, with contents and withoUt contents. This

may also be done withjaundry detergents, canned food, boxed candy, et:.

4. Provide one bag of unpopped popcorn and one small bag containing 20 kernels of

unpopped popcorn. Estimate the number of kernels in the large bag. Measure the mass-of

both bags of popcorn arid figyre out the number of kernels in the large bagpithout counting

them.

5. Make billfold-size cards with a centimeter scale along the margin, On one side of the card

some approximate comparisons between customary and metric units can be printed. (YOu

may wish to, include length,. and mass.) On the other side might be approximate metric

measurements of several carefully selected common everyday objects. If the students plan

the card and choose items to be printed, the project will be more meaningful to them. If a

nearby industrial arts department works with -plastics, the cards ;nay be plasticized.

Laminating is another possibility. These cards may be for individual reference, gifts to

parents on holidayS, gifts to visitors on. Parent Night during the local schools, "Metric Week"

or at "Open House." They could be sold as a money-making project.

CONCEPT AREA

LEARNING LEVEL A: CONSERVATION

1. Have the student arrange 48 paper congruent squares on a table so that they form two large

rectangles composed of. 24 squares each. One rectangle could then be rearranged so that all

the squares were spread out Ask the student which group covered more of the table, the one

remaining in a rectangle or the one that was rearranged.

of -23- 03q
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a.
2. Construct four different-shaped rectangular region% each cifwhich has the same area oft4

square units.. This may be done on coordinate paper or on a geoboard. (To relate'to length,
ask students to find the perimeter of each of their rectangles.)`

,. P ,
s s

3. Provide a student with 16 right triangles cut from paper all the same size aild shape. Ask the
student to put them in two piles so that each pile has the same number of triangles. Have the
student place the triangles froth one pile next to each other on the table so that hektuilds
some kind of "shape." Ask him to build a different shape with the triangles from the other
pile. Do the two shapes have the same area? If the answer is "yA," ask (ii fOr an oral
explanation, and (2) show they are the same by rearranging the triangles in one of the shapes
to match the other shape, or by putting the triangles from one shape on top of triangles

0in, the other, shape.

4. The "Fields of Grass" problem:

Pasture A Pasture B

iPastures A and B are the same area. The three equal barns on pasture A when placed
together are the sams.area as the -one barn on pasture B, Which pasture has more grassland?
onustrattuf is can be done withldrawings; cut-outs, felt board, etc.} What would yru do to
prove your answer? . 0

CONCEPT Ill: ;AREA

LEARNING LEVEL COMPARiSONq

1. Have each student draw an outline around his hand or foot on a piece of. paper. Have him
compare the size of his hand with the size of a classmate's hand. By holding the two outlines
against a window pane, placing one over the other, students can accurately compare size of
their heads or feet with those of their classmates.

2. Distribute a pitiOre tooeach student. On the picture haves the studenttircle some specific
items; e.g., the largestball, sniallest .person or a small house. Neict, have the student find
larger or smaller items of the same lend in other pictures, Have the student explain the
choices to the group.

3. The following activity involves comparison of area by counting how many small.squares (or
triangles) there are in the larger regions. The child should be given a -cardtioard unit square
and a cardboard unit triangle. He will place the measuring unit on,the drawings, mark off the

a. area by tracing around it with a pencil, rid. count the number of units in each region. He
then can order these-thiree regions,from smallest to largest or largest to smallest.

Sample 1:

measuring unit
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measuring unit

D

Sample 2:

CONCEPT AREA

LEARNING LEVEL C: UNIT CONCEPT

1. Determine the area of a table top in terms of sheets of paper, linoleum, tiles,"erasers,

newspapers, books, towels, notebooks, blankets, etc. Discuss the 'advantages and dis-

advantages of the various units used

2. Determine tile area of a table tot. in terms of rectangular sheets of paper, squares, triangles,

trapezoids, circles, pentagons, irregular shapes, etc. Discuss advantges and disadvantages of

the various units used.

3. Determine the area of a table top, the floor, a notebook cover and Ate school grounds in

terms of 4ittle squares, middle-sized, squares, large squares. Discuss the advantages and

`disadvantages of the various unitaged.

4. How many sheets of newspaper would be needed to paper the floor, or the walls of the

room? a football field? the school grounds?

5. Supply students with precut figures including various sizes, of shapes appropriate to the

learners, such as squares, rectangles, triangles, parallelograms, trapezoids, circles and irregular

combinations of these. The figures may or may not utilize whole number dimensions,

according to the needs of the group. The cutouts may be of cardboard, tagboard, plastic,

etc. Students also need graph paper, Ask students to (Jtoose a unit of area and designate it .

,by outlining ":-.;:e unit" on their graph paper. Place the cut-out figures on the graph paper,

and draw around the various shapes. COunt the number of their chosen units enclosed by

each boundary, This will probably create a problem f'Or some discussion and decisions about

approximating and the need for a comm1on unit. This also presents an opportunity for

estimating, then counting. An alternate activity may be to ask students to outline or drawa

number of shapes all having the same area.

6. Each team of students selects an arbitrary nonstandard unit to measure the area of the floor

and the area of the teacher'S desk top. Teams will decide if they want to use the same size

unit to measure bc4ft areas.After determining the two areas, each team, will'prepare a letter,

in which they place an order,to a supplier for carpeting and formica:The letters ill en be

read to the other teams to see if' there is suitable thformation to fill the or When

students iscover a lack of comniunicationithe need to use standard units), they I be

asked to develop plan for filming the communication gap.

CONCEPT Ur: AREA

LEARNING LEVEL D: STANDARDbNIT

1. Supply students with precut figures .including various size shapes appropriate to the learners

such as squares, rectagles, triangles, parallelograms, trapezOids, circles and irregular

combinations of these. The figures may or may not utilize whole nurni.w dimensions. The

cut-outs may be of cardboard, tagboard, plastic, etc. Students also need graph paper

centimeter scale. Ask students to outline a unit of 1 ctn2. Place the cut-out figures'on the
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graph 'paper and draw around the various shapes. Count the number of units enclosed by
each boundary. Students will be faced with some, approximating. Encourage the students to
estimate before measuring. A follow-up activity may be -to ask students to develop
mathematical expressions which express the area in terms of diminsions; e.g., A=lxw for
the area of a rectangle.

2. Centimeter graph paper will be 'needed. Students trace the outline 4-their hand on the
paper, then find out how many square centimeters are covered by their hAd. Discussion will
bring out some thinking about approximating. Trace around a cube on the graph paper and
determine'the area of one face of the cube. Does it matter how you place the cube on the

. graph paper? What is the total area of all faces of the cube?

3. Students may construct their own "area ruler" (area grid) to usi2for measuring area.
Construct a centimeter scale grid on asheet of clear plastic. A unit is one of the squares,
1 cm by 1 cm. By placing this sheet on variotis drawings, the areas may be found by
counting the squares within the boundary. The drawings may include squares, rectangles,
triangles, parallelograms, trapeioids or combinations'Of these which form irregularshapes.

4. This activity involves Cuisenaire rods, but Only 2 to 4 "tern rods" and only 5 to 15 "one
rods" should- be provided. Use the r s to discover a plan' for finding the area of the bottom
of several boxes,which are small tangles or squares whose dimensions are each 55 cm or
Tess, This activity may also be don cardboar4 cutouts- Five to 15 squares 1 cm by 1 cm k
and 2 to 4 rectangles 1 cm by 10 cm arc needed. The small boxes may be used again or
drawings of rectangles and squares will serve. The more adventurous leaders may rise to the
challenge of developing a plan for determining the area of triangles, parallelograms,
trapezoids, etc. -

CONCEPT III: AREA .

LEARNING LEVEL E: APPLICATION c

1. Supply students with precut figures (or actual size drawings) including various sizes of shapes
such « as squares, rectangles, triangles, parallelpgrams, trapezoidsi circles 'and irregular
combinations of these. The figures may or may not utilize whole number dimensions. The
cut-outs may be cardboard, tagboard, plastic, etc. Students also need metric rulers, A
decision must be made as to whether to provide formulas to the students. Ask the'students
to measure the figures, then calculate the areas. A f011ow-up activity may be to ask siudents
to construct as many rectangles as`possible having an area of 24 can with a length which is a
whole number of centimeters. Deterniine and compare the perimeters of these rectangles.
Another follow-up activity may be to construct rectangles of the greatest possible area and
the least possible area each having a perimeter of 16 cm.

2. Play "Mystery Measurements." game using area measurments. See directions in the
length/application activity number 5,-(p. 19)

3. Each team of students will develop a redecorating plan for their classroom. Choosing
appropriate metric measuring devices and units, each team will measure and determine the
materials needed to do the following:A) carpet the floor, 2) paint the walls and ceiling,'
3i Prepare drapes for the windows,, and 4) cover the teacher's desk and a classroom table
with forrnica. Try "telephoning" their order ftir materials to .another team to see if
communication is possible:

4. The student is asked to determine the area of an irregularly shaped object such as leaves of
various trccs or shrubs. Find the mass of a sheet of graph paper. Determine the number of
squares on the page. Then caltulate the mass for one square. Trace the leaf pattern .00 the
graph paper and cut it out Now find the mass of the cut-out and compare it to the mass of
one square to detertnine the ,number of squarei covered by the leaf, (Be 'alert for possible
confusion between, the quantities of mass and area when mass measurements are being used
to determine area.} Compare the results found by this method to those determined by
counting the squares inside the outline of the leaf.



CONeEPT IV: VOLUME

LEARNING LEVEL A: CONSERVATION

1. Balance one group of blocks against a different group. Do the groups still balance if you

build one group into a house?

2. Pour a quantity of liquid or sand from a short wide glass into a taller, narrower glass to find

4, that the volume does not change when the shape is changed. A half-gallon milk carton cut

off at a line about 10.3 cm from the bottom and a one-quart milk carton cut off at the fold

can be used (Each will contain about 1 liter.) Pour from one container into the other. jars

and cartons of various shapes and sizes could also be used..

3. Pour about 650 mi of colored water into.each of two containers which are the same size and

shape. Four tall narrow glasses and four short wide glasses or 'Cups are also needed,

1. Ask if the two containers contain the same amount of water. Adjust, if necessary, until

the learner agrees they do.
2. Pour all the water from one of the containers into the four narrow glasses. Ask which is

more, the liquid in the four glasses or the liquid in the container. -

3. Pour all the water from the four narrow glasses back into the original container. Then

pour all of it fro ny that container into the four wide glasses. Ask which is more, the liquid

, in the four glasseior the liquid in the container.
4. Pour all the liquid from the other large container into the fOur narrow glasses. Ask which-

set of glasses has more Verify by pouring from each set of glasses back into the 'original

containers and comparing again.

4. Ask the,student to predict whit will happen. hen a solid cylinder of aluminum is submerged

a container of water and then replaced with a solid cylinder made of another material.

Illttninder: 1. The cylinders must always be the same size and shape; 2. The cylinders can

be cut from rods of different materials; e.g., aluminum, steel, plastic, wood, etc. These are

obtainable from local' metal shops, luqtber yards and craft stores.) Verify the predictions.

CONCEPT IV:` 'VOLUME

LEARNING LEVEL B: COMPARISON

, 1 Provide students with a variety of containerr of different shapes. Teachers may wish to

choose sizes to include 250 ml, 500 mt, 1 1, 1 pint and 1 quart. The containers may beo

fabeledA, B, C, D and E respectively, WA the volumes should not be indicated, Using sand

or water for repeated filling and flouring, a) order these five containers from largest to

smallest, arid/or 11) discover which containers are equal to multiple amounts of a smaller

,container.

Z Provide students with hollow models of cubes, rectangular prisms, triangular prisms, square

base pyramids, cylinders, cones and spheres. (A funnel will also be helpful.)The cubes and

square -base pyramids should have equal bases, and the length of their bases should equal the

diameters of the cylinder, cone .and sphere.,Compare the volumes of the 3-D figures by

filling with water,' sand, beans, etc.; and, pouring into the other containers, Some students

may discover several specific volume relationships among theModels; -Pt

1

CONCEPT IV: VOLUME

LEARNINGtLEVEL C: UNIT CONCEPT

1. Showiihe learner one container with a iven amount of water (three to fivivialfuls) and ask

him td, determine how many vialfuls were poured in First start' with full vialfills, then half.

vialfuls, and"finall a number ofvarious-sized containers to pour into the larger container.

2 .Determine the volume of a box in terms of books, bricks, candy cartons, toy blocks,

cCuisenaire rods, cereal boxes, packing cases for refrigerators, etc. Discuss advantages to be,

ined by a convenient choice. .
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3, Determine the volume of a box in terns of toy blocks, olf or Ping-pong balls, cans, milk
cartons, petfdme or pop bottles, cylindrical tile, etc. discuss advantages to be gained by a
convenientchoice.

4. Determine the volume of several different sized boxes, the room, or the gymnasium in terms
of Cuisenaire rods, toy blocks, middle-sized cubes, and large cubes. Discuss the:advantages to
be gained by a convenient choice in each case.

5. Provide the following equipment: eye dropper, one measuring spoon, three containers
(small, medium, large), source of water, Using the eye dropper, find how many drops of
water fill the measuring spoon. Calculate the number of drops ofyater required to fill the
largest of the three containers. Pourings are permitted. Explain -17 the, answer was

. obtained.

.0

6. Formulas or recipes given in parts emphasize- the need to select units of measure. Students
measure to Int plaY-doh, bread dough, ellkies, punch, finger paint, or papier-mache. Such
as: .

Chemical Garden

1 part household ammonia
3 parts water
3 parts table salt
3 parts bluing
-0,

Mix together and pour over rocks, sand,
sponges, Wood, or bits of brick, Spread out

'on a meta) -tray. Let stand. Watch the
crystals groW.

Punch

1 part fruit concentrate
4 parts water v
1 part sugar

How much will the pitcher hold? How many
little cans of concentrate can be used so the
pitcher will be filled with punch? How many
cans of water will :be needed? How, much
punch is needed to serve the class? Suppose
everyone wants "seconds?" Su pposd 'half the
class wants "seconds?"

CONCEPT IV: VOLUME

LEARNING LEVEL D: STANDARD UNIT
A

1. Provide each team with three or four bottles or jars of various sizes (100 m1 to 1000 m I)and
Shapes and also throw-sway I.V. bottles from the local hospital. (They are graduated one
liter bottles.) Ask students to observe the numbers and lines on thel.V. bottles. They should
fidd numbers for 100, 20.0, 300, 1000, with a little mark between the hundred marks.
Ask students what amounts are indicated by the' little marks. Ask students what amountsare
approximated when the water level is halfway between one of the little marks and the
number marks on either side of it Have students. list some of the amounts 'that can be
Measured with the 1.V. bottle; e.g., 600, 625, 650, 675, 700.... What.metric 'Unit will be
invoca with the number 625? Now have the teams estimate, the volume 'of their other
bottles to, the nearest 25 ml. After their estimations are recorded (to the nearest 25 ml),
teams will use the I.V. 'bottles to verify the estimates, This activity could be an estimation
contest with points awarded; so many team points for estimates within 25 rni, fewer team
points for estimates within 50 ml, etc.

Z Estimate the amoupf of liquid in partially filled containers of known volume. Give one
estimate in liters and one in milliliters for each container. After estimates are recorded;
measure by pouring into calibrated, containers. This may be an estimation contest with team
points determined on a scale of so many points for estimates within 1 1, 500 ml,
100 ml., ;10m/.

0



1 liter when full 600 nit when full

1 liter when,full

10 liters when full

200 ml when full 5 mtwhen full 3 liters when full

a.

3. Determine the volume (in ml and in crn3) of objects by noting the amount of water

displaced by the object. The objects may be regirlar or 'irregular shapes made of modeling

clay or other..smail, sinkable objects. Estimate the velum_ e of the objects in milliliters and in

cubic centimeters. Verify the estimates by immersing the objects in water in a graduated

container. Calculate the difference in ,the water level to And- the object's volume in

milliliters. Students may already' knoW 1 crii 3' of water is 1 ml, but if they don't, some

measurements of the regular objects may be used, to calculate the capacity in cubic

centimeters. This result should be compared to the volume in milliliters. After discovering

the relationship, the cubic centimeters in the irregular objects can be found easily.

4. Estimation Contest: A set of calibrated measuring containers aid a collection of containers.

of varying sizes and shapes will be needed. (I ncluite 3ottles that contained shampoo, mouth

4.- wash, hand lotion, detergents; ice box containers; jk; Syrup bottles; milk cartons, etc. Some

should be decorative (irregular), but some should. have. isinipie, more common shape.:

Arrange the containers in pairs, so that within the pair the containers will have different

volumes, but not so different that it is obvious which is larger. By estimation students guess

which container in each pair, has the- greater volume. After recording their guesses, students

will use the calibrated measuring containers to verify their guesses. A scoring systemMay be

used to determine the "Champion Guesstimater."

5. Test Your Eye Game Materials include one graduated container, a set yf three glasses

distinctly different in shape, a set of three bottles distinctly different in shape and an

,unmarked container capable of holding up to twO-thirdi of the capicity of the graduated

container. Game procedure: (1) Put whatever amount of water yOu wish in the unmarked

container, (2) pour.al/ of that water into, the three glasses so that each glass has the same

anount. Pouring bach and forth to adj6st the arnount is permitted if the graduated container

is not used (3) Check your result by pouring the water, one cup at a time into the

graduated container. Record' the results; nest; play the same game using the set of three

bottles.



6. Make a cubic dedimeter by cutting out six squares each 10 cm by 10 cm and taping the
squares together to form a cube. What is another name for the capacity of the cubic
deeiniter? Verify by filling your, cube with a quantity of beans which have been measured
in a standard liter container,'Ask students to find a way for measuring 100 cm3; 200 cm3,
etc., using their on dm3.

CONCEPT IV: VOLUME

LEARNING LEVEL E`; APPLICATION

1.. Supply students with a set of 3-D solids of various sizes and shapes such as tubes, rectangular
pr sms, triangular prisms, spheres, cylinders, etc. Cardboard boxes of varying sizes and shapes

ay alSo be used Students need metric rulers. A decision must be made as to whether to
rovide formulas to the students. Ask the students to measure the figures, then calculate the
ohms,. (A review activity may be to ask students to determine the surface area Another

approach may be to ask students to draw on paper a "cover" for the entire 3 D figure.)-

2. Play "Mystery Measurements" game using volume measurements. See directions for the
length/applications activity number 5. (p. 1B)

3. Students may indirectly measure vot4rne of an irregular solid k. Pour water to a
predetermined point in a graduated cylinder. Record' the predetermined level of the water.
Immerse the rock in the water. Note' the change in water level and record the no/level.°
Determine,the volume of the roc fh milliliters.

4. Ask a team of six students to diva an unspecified quantity (approxiniately a half liter) of
fruit juice equally among the team mem Ys. Provide the team With (clean) (a) 100171(
graduated cylinder, (b) 10 tra graduated cylinder, (c) a dropper, and (d) six cups of different
sizes and shapes. Upon successful completion of the activity, perrn4 the team to drink the
juice!

CONCEPT IV: TEMPERATURE

1. Use an ungraduated liquid-in-glass thermometer to make arbitrary units of temperature. The
ungraduated ,thermometer may be placed in a mixture of ice and water and then in a
container of boiling water. The two "fixed" points should be marked on the thermometer
stem ikith a grease pencil. Subdivide the distance along the stem into equal betkeen
the two "fixed" points, Numbers may be assigned tospecify points on the scale: Keep in
mind that number skills are needed here; the five -'and six-year-oldsmay use a color-coded
temperature scale (See diagram.).

Blue

Orange.

Green

Yellow

Red t
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Z. Have. the learner measure the temperature of two pans of water.. The temperature of the two

pans should differ by about 104C. Then give the child a third pan of water that is still '

another thmperatwe, By feeling the water the learner estiMates the temperature of the water

in each pan. The' learner will ocher -thethree pans of water from the coolest to the warmest.

Verification of the ordering is determined by the use of the student-made thermometer.

3. Have students estimate the temperature by feeling, then by using a Celsius thermometer.

Group 1: . cold tap water, hot tap water, ice water,
ice water With salt

Group 2: air, temperature in the classroom near the
ceiling, in, the clbssroom near the floor,
surface of a radiator, hallway, outside tempera-
ture in the sun, outside tempeiature in the
shade, in a refrigerator, in a freezer.

4. Recording the rdaily temperature could provide a use for the thermometer the student has

made. The Celsius thermometer cold be used instead.

5. Ask students to use a' Celsius thermometer to measure the temperature of water at five

minute intervals. Place boiling water in containers, such as ,coffee mug, styrcifoam cup, tin

cup, aluminum pan, thefrnos jug, ordinary bowl, heavy soup bowl. Let the water stand, take

readings at five minute intervals and record the results. Use equal quantities of Water. Graph

the results. e edict the results if you were to start with ice water.

cY
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ADMINISTRATIVE
DECISIONS

STAFF
l'INVOLVEMENT

COMMUNITY
INPUT

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATrON.

The decision to 'go metric" Is a major decision that involves the total school distriCt. The-

success of a curriculum change of this scope depends on support and cooperation at all levels 41

the district.

While school systems have differing problems related to the implementation of curricutun't
changes, there are certain areas of concern that are common'to all. The district superintendent

is the Person who has the legal status to make curriculum decisions. Therefore, it is Imperative

that the superintendent and his ad'ministrati've staff have a real understanding of the praject
including the demands on staff time and tbe cost commitment involved; Some of the costs to

be corisidered are 1) compensation of release time and/or money to properly implemint ,the

change; 2) needed consultant assistance;. 3)' appropriate in- service education; and 4) new

material requirements.

"going metric" is a deCision that will involve the total school staff: principals, suPervisors,
custodians, bus drivers and cooks, as well as teachers and students. Common staliftorlentecl

concerns are 1) a lack of in-depth knowledge about curricultim goats; 2) apathy; 3) opposition

to change usually because the need to change is not clear; 4) a lack of process skills; 5) .alatk of

exposure, to exemplary models; and 6) a lack of inVolvement in the decision-making proces&
Many of these concerns can be alleviated by involving administrators, local curriculUm
specialists and teachers from all disciplines, K-12, on a curriculum committee that will develop

-currieulurn meeting local needs, This kind of 'broad-based committee will strengthen the
interdisciplinary approach within the school program as it uses this opportunity to ;

look at the'

present curriculum and to make needed changes" at all lerels.

Community` input may be' ained through a district advisory. committee made up of the lay,

public, school board members, parents and student& Such a committee will not only help plan

the school Curriculum, but also assess the needs of the general adult Community and
recommend programs for developing awareness and education.

SUCCESSFUL To make a curriculum change 'like "going metric" successful, it seems essential not only to

IMPLEMENTATION* . develop a curriculum that meets- local needs, but also to construct a specific strategy for
implementing it This could include identifying all groups that wilrexperience the impact of the

change, developing a hierarchy of 'responsibility- of individuals involved in the change,
identifying the components of the program, constructing a timeline to be followed, obtaining

all required guides, materials and equipment before beginning, and above all, insuring that the

philosophy and objectives of the change are understood by all concerned.

IN- SERVICE

1

An important part of the preparation for "going metric" will be to insure that all teachers are
familiar with and confident in using the metric system. The aforementioned curriculum
committee can be of great assistance in anticipating in-service workshop needs and helping plan .

the workshop. (It is encouraging to note that the experience in some distriCts suggests in-Service

'programs on metrication do not need to be extensive in time or cost.) identified needs to be

met by the workshops may include somebackground in learning measurement theory, teaching
measurement strategies, choice of teaching materials and/or factual;information about the

International Mretric System.,

Teaching measurement with metric can be done effectively with relatively low-cost materials.

Some metric instruments are needed, but one inherent advantage of the approach is

the opportunity to have 'students make their own measuring instrrents. Hence, two minimal

lists of materials are suggested here. (A few textbooks and a greater number of supplementary

printed materials presenting the metric systent ire available now. Thoseltsed as references for

this. handbook aleliquid in the bibliography. The Oregon State Textbook Commission has

adopted a policy statement directing the revision of textbook selection criteria to be effected

for the November, 1976, adoptions. The revised criteria will call fortextbooks that present the

metric system as the primarmeasurernent system.)

COMMERCIAL Some commercial materials essential for teaching measurement with Metric are:

MATERIALS ,
.

..

Meter sticks, Metric rulers, metric tape measures, metric trundle wheels, calipers;

Balance scale with set of metric weights (1 g to 1 kg), platform scale in metric; '

-33-
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'HOMEMADE,
COLLECTED
MATERIALS

INVITATION
PILOT
PROJECTS

Calibrated beakers,.flasks, vials, cylinders;
Set of hollow geometrical models with metric dimensions;
Set of blocks with metric dimensiOns;
Celsius thermometer;
Metric graph paper;
Cuiseriaire rods;
Funnels.

Some homemade or collected materials for assisting teachinmeasurement with metric thrOqi
the "hands-on" approach: might include:

. . .

. Strina ribbon,*adding machine tape, 'masking tape, paper clips (large size preferred), sticks,
molding, dowels, straws, .cups, bottles, jars, Cans, tubes, toy blocks; milk cartons, ordinary
water glasses, cottage cheese containers or other refrigerator dishes, area pattern blocks,
newspapers, sheets of riate6clok or construction, paper, floor tiles, linoleum blockst.secibOards
water (and sink), sand (and sand box), beans, rice,, play doh, modeling clay, potatoes.

The SDE Metric Coordination Committee anticipates the opportunity di work cooperativelyon
1974-75 pilot prpjects with local district people in a manner that will be of mutual benefit. This
handbook is a working paper and will be revised in the spring of 19751The cooperative effort
with a number of pilot projects will provide assistance from the SDE . Metric Coordination

'Committee to the' local district in carrying out the,Oregon !toard.of Ecletion policy on the
transition to metric by assisting in curriculum development and planning, rganizing workshops
fOr teachers or general adult groups, securing resource people tit assist with wtororoi,and
coofieratively developing new activities or alternate approaches to teaching measurement.

At the same time this effort will give the local district an opportunity tov,aillSt with the
evaluation 'of this working paper, evaluate the suggested approach in teachinetiasurement,
evaluate the suggested activities, help .to develop new activities, identify additionalpersons whO
may beconie resource, personhel hr other districts and assist with local and statewide metric
awareness. .

To becothe a teammate in this type of Cooperativmutual benefit pilot project,; contact' any
member of the SDE Metric Coordination Committee.

0



DIRECT
MEASUREMENT

INDIRECT
MEASUREMENT

CONSERVATION

QUALITATIVE
& COMPARISON -.

QUANTITATIVE
COMPARISON'

METER The basic unit of'length in the metric system; defined as 1 650 763.73 wave lengths in vacuum
of the orange-red line-of the spectrum of krypton86.

The basic unitofof volume (capacity) inthe metric system; 'defined as 1000 cubic centimeters.
.

The standard basic unit of mass in the metric system; based on a cylinder of platium-iridium
alloy kept by the International Bureau of Weights and Measuresin Paris; the mass of one liter of
distilled water at 4°C.

In the metric system the value of the basic unit is changed by placing a prefix in front of it.
The relationship of these quantities corresponds to the place values of the base ten numeration
system. Some prefixes are used more commonly than others.

GLOSSARY

A minimal glossary is presented. The handbook was written with as lit technical terminology
as possible. for the most part, metric terms are defined in the same ntext in. which they are
used.

A procedure for, determining the measure of an object, its length, area, volume or mass, by a,
counting process to obtain the number of units of length, the units of area, the units of volume,
or the units of mass, respectively; as opposed te obtaining a measure by an analogous measure
such as measuring the length of the mercury column of a thermometer to determine
temperature.

procedure for determining the measure of an object its length, area, volume or' mass, by
measuring one property of one object to obtain, the measure of a different property of a
different objectr sircWas -aii.%o4erneter "counts" revolutions to determine linear distance; also, a
procedure for determining the 'mealere: of an object through the use of formplas and
computational procedures.

Preservation of lengtk area, yokike or mass when objects are changed by deformation,
rearrangement, or partitioning; constancy of, a quantity.

classifying (comparing) objects by noting the degree of a common property, such as prettiness,
hardness, texture, color, taste, smell, etc; premeasurement classification.

'Classifying (comparing) objects by size.
.

40

LITER

KILOGRAM

Greek
prefixes

Basic Unit

- Latin
prefixes

tera
giga
mega
kilo (thousands
hecto (hundreds
deka (tens

.

no prefix (one

deci (tenths
centi "(hundredths
milli (thousandths
micro
nano
pico
fem to
atto

1012
109
10

6

102

101

-10 1

10 2

10-3
10-6
10-9

10-12
10-15
10-18

not commonly used

not commonly used

not commonly used
,

not commonly used
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YOUR VIEWS ARE IMPORTANT! After yotf read and examine thiS publication, please forward your comments to the

Metric Coordination Committee of the State Department of Edqcation If you would rather talk by telephone,.call us

at 378-3602'or 37 &3594 in Salem. Or, for your convenience, this response form is provided. A limited number of

extra copies of "Measurement with Metric" is available upon request.

PLEASE RESPOND so that your views can be considered as we plan future publications. Simply cut out,the form,

fold and mail it back to us. We want to hear from you! 9

o.

Did you read this publication? Did you find the content to be stated clearly and

accurately?

Completely

More than half Always yes

Less than half In general,.yes

just skimmed In general, no

Always no.

Does this publication fulfill its purpose Other

as stated in the preface or introduction?

Completely

Partly Very easy to use

Not at all Fairly easy

Fairly difficult

Did you find this publication useful Very difficult

Wee the contents presented in a convenient format?

in your work?

Often

Sometimes

Seldom

Never
.

What type of work do you do?

Classroom teacher

Consultant to classroom teachers

School administrator

Other

Would you recommend this publication to

a colleague?

Yes, without reservations

Yes, with reservations

No

Other

Other

Did you find this publication to be free of discrimination

'or biased content towardsracial, ethnic, cultural and

religious groups, or in terms of sex stereotyping?

Yes, without reservations

Yes, with reservations

No

Other

What is your impression of the overall appearance of, ,,,
the publication (graphic art, style, type, etc.)?

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

"four evaluation of the suggested activities will be especially valuable in revising this handbook. Please refer to each

activity by number as you share comments regarding effectiveness, motivational value, appropriateness of suggested

materials, contribution to one or more learning levels, other. You may wish to suggest altefnate or new activitieswe

hope!"

"Your evaluation of this handbook as a guide for teachFr workshopi.."


